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Video Broadcasting to Heterogeneous Devices
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Abstract—Heterogeneous QoS video broadcast over wireless
network is a challenging problem, where the demand for better
video quality needs to be reconciled with different display
size, variable channel condition requirements. In this paper,
we present a framework for broadcasting scalable video to
heterogeneous QoS mobile users with diverse display devices and
different channel conditions. The framework includes joint video
source-channel coding and optimization. First, we model the
problem of broadcasting a layered video to heterogeneous devices
as an aggregate utility achieving problem. Second, based on
scalable video coding, we introduce the temporal-spatial content
distortion metric to build adaptive layer structure, so as to serve
mobile users with heterogeneous QoS requirements. Third, joint
Fountain coding protection is introduced so as to provide flexible
and reliable video stream. Finally, we use dynamic programming
approach to obtain optimal layer broadcasting policy, so as to
achieve maximum broadcasting utility. The objective is to achieve
maximum overall receiving quality of the heterogeneous QoS
receivers. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the solution.

Index Terms—Heterogeneous QoS, video broadcasting, SVC,
Fountain coding, elastic video, optimization.

I. Introduction

A. Motivation

Joint source-channel coding (JSCC) is an effective approach
in designing error-resilient wireless video broadcasting sys-
tems [1]- [9]. In recent years, JSCC attracts increasing interests
in both research community and industry because it shows
better results in robust layered video transmission over error-
prone channels. In [10] and [11], good review of various tech-
niques available during these years may be found. However,
there are still many open problems in terms of how to serve
heterogeneous users with diverse screen features and variable
reception performances in wireless video broadcast system.
One particular challenging problem of this heterogeneous QoS
video provision is: the users would prefer flexible video with
better quality to match their screens, at the same time, the
video stream could be reliable received. The main technical
difficulties are as follows:
• A distinctive characteristic in current wireless broadcast

system is that the receivers are highly heterogeneous in
terms of their terminal processing capabilities and avail-
able bandwidths. In source side, scalable video coding
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(SVC) has been proposed to provide an attractive solution
to this problem. However, in order to support flexible
video broadcasting, the scalable video sources need to
provide adaptation ability through a variety of schemes,
such as scalable video stream extraction (e.g. [12]- [16]),
layer generation with different priority(e.g. [17]- [20]) and
summarization (e.g. [21]), before they can be transmitted
over the error-prone networks.

• Video content in different scalable domain have different
rate-distortion (R-D) characteristics, e.g. 15fps@D1 and
30fps@CIF format video show different R-D results in
temporal and spatial directions. Imperfectly, classical
information theory in term of quality fidelity can not
efficiently measure the temporal or spatial scalability. In
wireless broadcasting system, the type of heterogeneous
devices access in terms of different display terminal char-
acteristic and different bandwidth requirement should be
taken into consideration when optimize the broadcasting
system.

• Since layered video data is very sensitive to transmis-
sion failures, the transmission must be more reliable,
have low overhead and support large numbers of de-
vices with heterogeneous characteristics [22]. In broad-
cast and multicast network, conventional schemes such
as adaptive retransmission have their limitations, for
example, retransmission may lead to implosion problem
[23]. Forward error correction (FEC) (e.g. [24] [25]) and
unequal error protection (UEP) are employed to provide
the quality of service support for video transmission.
However, in order to obtain as minimum investment as
possible in broadcasting system deployment, server-side
must be designed more scalable, reliable, independent,
and support vast number of autonomous receivers. Suit-
able FEC approaches are expected such that can eliminate
the retransmission and lower the unnecessary receptions
overhead at each receiver-side.

Conventionally, the joint source and channel coding are
designed with seldom consideration in heterogeneous char-
acteristics, and most of the above challenges are ignored in
practical video broadcasting system. This leads to the need for
heterogeneous QoS video provision in broadcasting network.
This paper presents the point of view to study the hybrid-
scalable video from new quality metric so as to support
users’ heterogeneous requirements. In this paper, we propose
a framework for joint scalable video and channel coding,
adaptive layer generation, and joint optimization. In video
generation phase, the scalable video with heterogeneous char-
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acteristics support is encoded along the max users’ satisfaction
direction. Through suitable FEC approach, it allows any num-
ber of heterogeneous receivers to acquire video content with
optimal efficiency. Based on components decomposition, the
overall broadcasting efficiency is modeled by a generalized
broadcasting utility maximization problem. Each video layer
corresponds to a decomposed subproblem, and the interfaces
among layers are quantified as functions of the optimization
variables coordinating the subproblems. Finally, joint coding
and optimization solution is proposed to satisfy broadcasting
users’ heterogeneous requirements.

B. Related work

Generally, the joint video source-channel coding problem
includes joint coding and optimal rate allocation design be-
tween video coding and channel coding, which provides
various protection level to the video data according to its
level of importance and channel conditions. Most of related
work in video transmission focus on: 1) finding an optimal
bit allocation between video coding and channel coding, such
as in [8] [9]; 2) designing the video coding to achieve the
target source rate under given channel conditions, such as in
[3]; 3) designing the channel coding to achieve the required
robustness, such as using low-density parity check (LDPC) [4],
Turbo [5], Reed-Solomon (RS) [6], and Fountain [7] codes; 4)
designing joint optimization framework, including all available
error control components together with error concealment and
transmission control, to improve global system performance,
such as in [2] [11].

Recent innovations in video coding offer new perspectives
on variable resolution video provision [26]. The advances
in SVC [27] provide great flexibility for scalable rate and
quality video in joint coding applications especially in video
broadcasting over wireless networks scenario [28]. SVC can
generate multi-scalable video by utilizing manipulations at
different domains (temporal, spatial and quality) in order
to meet diverse user preferences. There has been a large
amount of activities in research and standard development in
this area. In [14], a low complexity joint SVC and LDPC
coding methodology is proposed to minimize the end-to-end
distortion over a lossy channel. This work demonstrates the
effectiveness of such a JSCC approach for protecting SVC-
coded video in wireless transmission. For the problem of
scalable video streaming transmission over lossy channels,
the common idea is still to explore the scalability provided
by SVC, use unequal error/loss protection (UEP/ULP) and
hybrid ARQ-FEC, to give important layer more protection [29]
[30]. Furthermore, through cross layer optimization schemes
[31] [32], layered coded video can provide better adaptive
QoS in wireless local area networks. However, retransmission
and redundant receptions problems in multi-receiver cases still
limit the deployment in broadcasting scenario. Consequently,
many researchers begin to find another way.

Since reliable video transmission in wireless network de-
pends on its major technique, FEC, the performance of
joint channel coding control is critical. From the view of
channel coding, generally, LDPC, Turbo, RS, etc., belong to
fixed-rate channel code constructions. When combined with

variable-length video coding, the channel code rate needs
to be carefully chosen to match video encoder as well as
channel conditions [6]. Besides, since the capabilities of
video terminals in terms of display size and access bitrates
have achieved remarkable improvements, higher-level video
quality and higher heterogeneous requirement become critical
challenges in broadcasting scenario. Consequently, in multi-
media broadcast/multicast services (MBMS) scenario, research
community and industry began to recommend application
layer FEC based on Fountain codes [22] [33] [38] [40]. The
reasons lie in that 1) Fountain codes are rateless, this means
the number of encoded packets that can be generated from
server-side is potentially limitless [34], thus, this method can
serve a wide range of heterogeneous receivers; 2) Fountain
codes on lossy channels need not assume any knowledge of
the channel, such that they are very suitable candidates for
retransmission-limited applications such as transmitting data
on multicast/broadcast circumstance [35]; 3) Fountain codes
exhibit linear encoding and decoding complexity while still
keep low coding overhead [36] [37], such that the deployments
of both server-side and receiver-side become much easier.
Therefore, Fountain codes [38] [39] have been employed for
multimedia broadcast/multicast service in universal mobile
telecommunication system [40]. Schierl et al [37] showed
that using Fountain codes is particularly suitable to serve
heterogeneous receivers with different display size, which is
a typical case when SVC-coded video in mobile transmis-
sion circumstance. In unicast scenario, Ahmad et al [41]
developed a flexible transmission framework with application-
layer ACKs from receivers instead of data retransmission,
and showed that using Fountain codes as the FEC method
in video transmission can outperform previous FEC schemes
over a wide range of transmission bit rates. Besides, Wagner
et al [42] provided the solution when scalable video is from
multiple servers cases. In multicast/broadcast scenario, Luby
et al [38] provided basic end-to-end protocols design. Cataldi
et al [43] and Ahmad et al [44] focused on how to design
Fountain codes (Raptor, and LT) so as to provide unequal
loss protection. [43] proposed slide-window method while [44]
introduced appropriate degree distribution design. In a word,
appropriate rate assignment of the Fountain codes to different
video layers allows for scalable layer-specific video provision.

These show great advantages in using Fountain codes to
provide flexible error protection in scalable video coding,
especially in adapting the source coding at the video server
side to receivers with heterogeneous characteristics. However,
much work remains to be done. We need to further consider
source adaptation and overall users’ satisfaction maximum
problem in broadcast network so as to provide the flexible
and reliable video to heterogeneous receivers.

C. Summary of Contributions

In this paper, we focus on using joint scalable video and
Fountain coding to solve the challenge in video broadcasting
system: broadcasting to heterogeneous devices, with different
display resolution requirements and working in variable chan-
nel conditions. We start by formulating the overall broadcast-
ing quality achieving problem as a hiberarchy optimization
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[45] problem. Through decompose utility composition, the
deduction is carried out in a systematic way, which involves
adaptive video layer structure based on hybrid temporal-
spatial metric, together with embedded Fountain coding. The
objective is to find an optimal solution in maximizing the over-
all users’ utility so as to support many-effort heterogeneous
devices with better-effort received quality. The main results
and contributions of this paper include:

1) Framework: This paper presents a framework for broad-
casting video content to heterogeneous users. Through joint
temporal-spatial layer generation and rateless erasure protec-
tion, the framework can satisfy the requirements from multi-
user’s diverse display devices and the requirements from
multi-user’s variable channel characteristics. The framework
includes hybrid temporal-spatial scalable video generation,
joint Fountain coding and joint optimization for heterogeneous
multi-user video broadcasting.

2) Utility-driven video broadcast: This paper formulates
overall users broadcasting quality achieving problem as a util-
ity achieving model. The main idea is that for the broadcasting
video, there is an associated utility function which can be a
measurement of the user’s heterogeneous-QoS performance.
The utility is defined as the user’s video quality and sat-
isfaction level with respect to the allocated bandwidth. The
utility function is built from hybrid temporal summarization
and spatial preference metric, which is deduced from content
rate-distortion model. Heterogeneous devices characteristics
are embedded into utility parameters.

3) Solution: Based on the framework, we formulate the
broadcasting policy through progressively generating layered
scalable video and corresponding joint Fountain codes. We
formulate the policy over a finite number of layer decision
stages, and use dynamic programming (DP) to get the maxi-
mum overall utility of the whole broadcasting system.

4) Performance Evaluation: we take a progressive approach
in simulations and carry out simulations over typical broadcast
scenarios. Simulation results show that the proposed solution
can maximize the total users’ utility. By simulations, we show
the effect of better-effort quality in many-effort users when
video broadcast system serves to heterogeneous devices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we describe the system model and general framework,
analyze the broadcasting utility in video broadcasting among
heterogeneous user groups and discuss how to deduce utility
function. In section III, we present the solution of utility
maximization in video broadcasting, which is based on DP.
The experimental results and analysis are provided in section
IV. Finally, the conclusion and future work are presented in
section V.

II. SystemModel and Framework

A. Basic model

Consider a single cell broadcasting network, broadcast a
layered video to a set N of heterogeneous users. We charac-
terize the QoS of user n, n ∈ N by a utility function Un(r),
which is a function of the quality of delivered video. Let N be
the number of whole users, there is N = |N|. In broadcasting

system, Un(r) is often assumed to be increasing and dependent
on the source rate r (r ≥ 0). It can be defined in several forms,
i.e. inverse to distortion [46], or positive to user satisfaction
[47] [48] [49]. Associated with the layered video source,
such as scalable video coding [50], or other methods which
support layer transmission [51], it becomes the summation
of all scalable layers

∑L
l=1 Un,l(rl). Under wireless broadcast

networks, the reconstructed video at the receiver usually differs
from that at the encoder due to error-prone channel. Thus, the
expected end-to-end utility (or distortion) is function of coded
layer data as well as its probability of loss. In this work, we
utilize joint source-channel coding for the effective selection
of each layer coding rate and corresponding error protection
rate that will allow for the most amount of overall broadcasting
utility Usystem for a given available bandwidth R. This problem
is formulated as

maximize Usystem =

N∑
n=1

L∑
l=1

( l∏
i=1

P{ri, γi, n, i}
)
Un,l(rl) (1)

subject to
L∑

i=1

(ri + γi) ≤ R (2)

r ≽ 0,γ ≽ 0 (3)

Here, r = [r1, ..., rL] and γ = [γ1, ..., γL] are in RL
+,

which represent the video source rate and corresponding error
protection rate in each layer. Un,l(rl) denotes the corresponding
lth layer utility for user n. P{ri, γi, n, i} represents the correct
reception probability of user n when using γi to protect layered
video ri.

Remark: Since compressed video data has close correlation,
video stream is usually transmitted layered and progressively.
For the user n, Un,l(rl) is achievable only when: 1) current layer
can be received successfully when additional error protection
part is no less than that of the user’s channel condition
requirement, that is P{ri, γi, n, i}; 2) the anterior layers have
been received successfully because the decoding and recon-
struction of current layer depend on its previous layers, that is∏l

i=1 P{·}. For the whole broadcasting system, 3) the received
video quality will be improved when more video layers are
broadcasted reliably, that is

∑L
l=1
(·)U·,l(rl); 4) the broadcasting

utility is summarized as the aggregate utility of all the users,
because the number of users aggregated and their experience
of the video service reflect the performance of broadcasting
system, that is

∑N
n=1
(·)Un,·(·).

B. Providing reliability by joint Fountain coding

In this work, we use Fountain codes to provide flexible error
protection in layered video data. We consider the downlink of
a wireless broadcasting system with N users. The channel con-
ditions are time-varying and modeled by a stochastic channel
state vector e = (ε1, ..., εN), where εn represents the stochastic
result of nth user. Typically in practical broadcast system,
the transmitter has no exact channel state information from
receivers, however, some estimate of packet loss probability at
each receiver is usually available, i.e., via empirical estimation,
channel quality feedback [52], or application-layer ACKs
periodically [53]. Then, when lth layer broadcasts to users
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in rate rl, the probability εn of loss this transmission to user
n can be calculated through the model [54] [55]:

εn = Prob
[1
2

(rl + γl) log(1 +
P
N

) ≤ rl(1 + δ)|en

]
(4)

= Prob
[
(rl + γl) ≤

2rl(1 + δ)
log(1 + P

N )

∣∣∣en

]
= Fx|en (γl|en) (5)

where Fx|en denotes the cumulative probability density function
(CDF) of the channel state, conditioned on the estimated
channel state en. P

N is the transmission signal to noise ratio
in transmitter. Based on this formulation [54], the conditional
CDF can be empirically determined through channel measure-
ments.

From the view of Fountain coding side, appropriate Foun-
tain code can provide source data more reliable and matched
protection level, in which the protection rate is a function of
source rate and channel condition. The determinable expres-
sion of the function follows the Fountain coding principle:
with an appropriate design [56], for user n with εn, which
complies with Fx|en , the rl message can be recovered at least
when the erasure protection part γl satisfies

γl ≥ rl

( 1 + δ
1 − εn

− 1
)

(6)

where δ is the overhead in Fountain code design. For the
determinable number of input symbols kc for a Fountain code
unit, it can be measured by:

δ =

{
O(log(kc)/kc), for ideal distribution
O(log2(kc)/

√
kc), for Soliton distribution

(7)

Then, the number of correct reception users of layer rl can be
adjusted when allocate different γl.

C. From temporal-spatial content distortion to utility

In networks that provide heterogeneous QoS guarantees,
utility is defined as the satisfaction level of a user with respect
to heterogeneous characteristics. Since conventional quality
scalable methods are not widely adopted in deployed systems
and clients, in this work, we target hybrid temporal and
spatial scalability of video stream. Hence, user satisfaction is
measured in terms of the received spatial and temporal quality,
corresponding to user terminal feature with different display
resolution, and the other user terminal feature with different
reception performance under variable channel condition. Since
conventional rate-distortion in term of PSNR/MSE can not
measure temporal and spatial scalable cases [57], we utilize
temporal-spatial content rate-distortion metric [20] to mea-
sure the scalable layer structure. This content rate-distortion
relation is built from the temporal scalability metric [21] in
term of summarization, together with user preference in spatial
domain, and shows effective especially when broadcasting
system serves heterogeneous devices [58] [59].

Assume a GOP contains V = { f1, ..., fM} frames, where M
is the GOP size. These frames are in the highest temporal
level ηmax and the largest spatial level νmax. Assume scalable
video sub-stream is in temporal level ν and spatial level η, and
contains m,m ≤ M frames. In temporal domain, let Λ be the
dropped frame set relative to V , there is Λη,ν = { f Te

1 , ..., f Te
M−m}.

Notice, if m = M,Λ = ∅. From the view of user side, define

the playback sequence as V∗ = { f ∗1 , ..., f ∗M}. If the user only
received the frames in temporal level η, then the lost frames
in Λη,ν will be replaced or concealed by the the nearest frames
which are in temporal level η. A mapping relation f ∗i = fθ
when frame copy is used in decoder, where θ is the nearest
frame to i, or other function relations between f ∗i and fθ when
error concealment techniques are used in the decoder. The
resulting video rate reduction and distortion mainly rely on the
drop set Λη,ν. We use temporal rate-summarization distortion
[21] to represent the temporal-level distortion.

Definition 1: (temporal content R-D [21]) Given the frame
drop set Λη,ν, for each spatial level ν, the rate and distortion
in temporal domain are:{

Rη,ν(η) = 1
M
∑

i∈(Vν−Λη,ν) rν( fi)
Dη,ν(η) = 1

M
∑

i∈Λη,ν d( fi, f ∗i )
(8)

Herein, we use the video summary to represent the content
information. The detailed computation is given by [21]. In a
short, d(·) is computed as the principle component analysis
(PCA) distance. d(·, ·) is the distortion between two frames’
summary1. rν( fi) is the rate of frame fi in spatial level ν.
For example, when user just received 15fps video while
original video is 30fps video, the reconstructed frames lose
consecutive summary, and might cause severe damage for user
understanding the original video content. We summarize this
as the temporal distortion, which can be measured by (8).

In spatial domain, define Ψη,ν = { f
′

1, ..., f
′

M} as the playback
frames in spatial level ν and temporal level η. If the user only
received the frames in spatial level ν, that is the reconstructed
video will be stretched, from received frame size in term
of height f

′

h and width f
′
w, to original size fh and fw. The

resulting video rate reduction mainly relies on the resolution
downsampling set Ψη,ν. We use expected spatial distortion to
express the video spatial quality from the expectation of user
preference.

Definition 2: (spatial content R-D [20]) Given the frame
downsampling set Ψη,ν, the rate and distortion in spatial
domain are: Rη,ν(ν) = 1

M
∑

i∈Ψη,ν rη( fi)

Dη,ν(ν) = 1
M
∑

i∈Ψη,ν
(
d( fi) − f

′
w

fw
· f
′
h
fh
· d( f

′

i )
) (9)

where d(·) reflects the frame summary and is also computed
as the PCA distance, which is consistent with definition 1.

We measure the utility with a function of received video
quality, as measured by hybrid spatial-temporal content dis-
tortion model.

Definition 3: (Hybrid temporal-spatial utility [20]) Let (η, ν)
be the maximum received temporal and spatial level of a user,
and all previous levels in (i, j), i ∈ [1, η], j ∈ [1, ν] are received
correctly. Then, the utility is:

1In a brief, the algorithm is: first, project the video frames through PCA to a
subspace that preserves most information while further reduces the correlation
among temporal frames; second, select the desired number of dimensions with
the largest eigenvalues for all projected data, then, compute each frame’s
summary through weight norm, that is d( fi); finally, compute the difference
between temporal frames, that is d( fi, f ∗i ).
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(a) Sequence ‘harbour’
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(b) Temporal content distortion
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(c) Spatial preference distortion
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(d) Hybrid content distortion

Fig. 1. Content rate-distortion in term of summarization metric


Temporal: uη = Dmax

ηmax
− Dη,ν(η)

Spatial: uν = Dmax
νmax
− Dη,ν(ν)

Hybrid: ü = αu(Dmax
ηmax
− Dη,ν(η)) + βu(Dmax

νmax
− Dη,ν(ν))

(10)

where (ηmax, νmax) is the maximum temporal-spatial level in
broadcast transmitter side, ηmax ≥ η, νmax ≥ ν. αu, βu are
respective the influence parameters from temporal and spatial
domains, also reflect the scalability metric in mean opinion
score (MOS). Obviously, αu and βu respectively imply the
influence of temporal scalability and spatial scalability in
user’s satisfaction measurement. However, in real-life videos,
the value of αu, βu may depend on very complicated functions.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has consider the
joint impact of frame rate and image resolution on the bit rate.
However, several works respectively provide the MOS results
under different temporal or spatial resolution. For example,
[60] gives the temporal frame rate impact on perceptual
quality, and [61] presents the spatial resolution assessment
on perceptual video quality. These work provide the cues for
joint consideration. In this work, since we introduce hybrid
temporal-spatial content metric, for the sake of fairly reflecting
temporal and spatial influences of this two-dimension metric,
we use αu = βu = 1.

Fig.1 shows an example of normalized content rate-
distortion, the testing video is standard sequence ‘harbour’.
Fig.1(b), (c) and (d) provide the results of temporal, spatial
and hybrid content rate-distortion, respectively. In these three
subfigures, the broken lines in black, pink, blue color, represent
the results in spatial QCIF, CIF, D1 format. The five dots
in each broken line orderly represent the results in temporal
1.875, 3.75, 7.5, 15, 30 fps. In Fig.1(b), the temporal distortion
depends on the temporal frame rate, thus, QCIF, CIF, D1 for-
mat video sequences have same temporal distortion according
to their frame rate. Fig.2(c) provide the spatial distortion. The

Fig. 2. Layer structure and layer route

results show that the spatial distortion depends on the spatial
resolution because the same format video exhibits same spatial
distortion. Although five dots have same spatial distortion
due to their resolutions, the bitrates are still different because
of their different frame rates. Thus, Fig.1(b) and (c) give
the distortion in individual domain. Fig.2(d) provide hybrid
temporal and spatial distortion, the weighted sum results. The
temporal and spatial weights employ αu and βu in (10) so as
to keep the same rule in utility measurement.

Since scalable video always support complex layer struc-
ture, to initiatively redesign the signal model for layered video
coding can make the stream more compatible with the require-
ments from multiple heterogeneous devices. We measure the
utility by a function of the received video quality, that is using
the above hybrid temporal-spatial content distortion model to
generate layer representation.

Definition 4: (Layer structure) A given video encoder in-
cludes interlaced νmax spatial scalable levels and ηmax tempo-
ral scalable levels. (η, ν) is the l-th layer coordinate, where
η = 1, ..., ηmax and ν = 1, ..., νmax. A layer structure Ω is a
contiguous set of coordinate elements that defines a layer path
in temporal-spatial domain. The element in Ω is defined as
ωl = (η, ν)l so we have:
Ω =ω1, ..., ωl, ...ωL, max(ηmax, νmax) ≤ L ≤ ηmax + νmax − 1

Obviously, {ω1, ..., ωl} reflects l layers structure.
Boundary conditions: Base layer is ω1 = (1, 1). The highest

enhancement layer is ωL = (ηmax, νmax), in which ηmax and
νmax represent the largest frame rate and the highest spatial
resolution, respectively.

Monotonicity: Given ωl = (a, b) then ωl+1 = (a
′
, b
′
), where

a
′ − a ≥ 0, b

′ − b ≥ 0 and (a
′ − a) + (b

′ − b) = 1. This forces
the nodes in Ω to be monotonically scalable.

A layer structure example for hybrid temporal and
spatial domain scalable video stream is illustrated in
Fig.2. From base layer to top enhancement layer, video
data is generated and will be broadcasted layered and
progressively along these layers. The coordinate (η, ν)l of
lth layer implies different adaptive layer generation method.
The reason lies in that 1) the layer route is non-unique.
For example, suppose (ηmax, νmax) = (4, 3) which covers
3.75/7.5/15/30fps temporal scalability and QCIF/CIF/D1
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spatial scalability. Then the red and blue lines in Fig.2
correspond to two layer route results. The red layer
route means video layer will be generated or extracted along
QCIF@3.75→QCIF@7.5→CIF@7.5→CIF@15→CIF@30→D1@30;
while the blue layer route represents the generated path is
QCIF@3.75→CIF@3.75→CIF@7.5→D1@7.5→D1@15→D1@30.
2) the resulting rate increment and content distortion of each
layer is different. For example, suppose a user only receive
first two layers reliably, then it means the final received
video is in QCIF@7.5 under red layer route or in CIF@3.75
under blue layer route. Accordingly, the required available
bandwidth and resulting video quality are different under
these two adaptation operations.

Definition 5: (Layer utility) Under given layer structure ΩL,
the utility of l-th layer with coordinate (η, ν)l is: u(l) = ü(l) −
ü(l − 1). The corresponding bitrate increment of l-th layer is
x(l) = R(l) − R(l − 1), where R(·) represents the total bitrate
when video stream is extracted to corresponding ν-spatial and
η-temporal levels.

With this definition, a layer structure and its resulting rate
& utility relation are identified. For the previous example in
Fig.2, we encode the standard sequence ‘harbour’ under these
two layer routes, as shown in Fig.3. Fig.3(a) gives the rate
& utility relation from base layer to top enhancement layer;
Fig.3(b) provides the rate and utility increment for each layer.
The red and blue line correspond to the layer encoding results
in Fig.2. Fig.3 shows that the layer route along red line is better
than that along blue line in case of low available bandwidth
because its utility ascends more quickly.

D. Modeling broadcast system through hybrid utility

In this video broadcasting system, video content serves
heterogeneous devices. The video server uses the spatial scala-
bility to satisfy different device group users’ subscription, and
employs temporal scalability and corresponding joint Fountain
coding to oppose variable channel condition. Herein, we use
user groups to identify those users in different display size.

Assume there are N = {n1, ..., n j, ..., nνmax } users requiring
the same content, where j is the index of heterogeneous group
in term of display resolution, n j is the number of users in group
j who require same resolution video. n1 and nνmax represent
the numbers of minimum and maximum resolution devices
the video content supports, respectively. Obviously, there is
N = |N| = ∑νmax

j=1 n j. These users follow:
Feasibility Criterion: When current broadcasting layer is

(η, ν)l, for the user n ∈ N , who requires video in spatial level
j, the spatial distortion and utility comply with definition 2
and 3 in case of ν ≤ j; while the layer is infeasible for user n
in case of ν > j.

The reason lies in that high resolution device can decode and
display low resolution video with declined user’s satisfaction;
while low resolution devices can not always decode and
display high resolution video successfully.

To facilitate the discussion, we use U(Ω) to represent a
content broadcasting with N heterogeneous users. We discuss
the temporal, spatial and hybrid broadcasting utilities when
system serves these N users, which are the components of
system utility.
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Theorem 1: Under layer structure Ω, for l-th layer, the total
temporal utility is

uηl(Ωl) =
1
M

( ∑
i∈Λl−1

d( fi, f ∗i ) −
∑
i∈Λl

d( fi, f ∗i )
)
·
νmax∑
τ=v

nτ

∫ ε̂l

0
ρτ(ε)dε

where ρ(ε) is the channel condition distribution of users, ε̂l is
the threshold variable.

Proof : Define Λl−1 as the dropped frame set of (l−1)th layer.
The corresponding spatial level is ν. From (8), the temporal
distortion of (l − 1)th layer is: Dηl−1 =

1
M ·
∑

i∈Λl−1
d( fi, f ∗i ).

Then, for single user, according to definition 3, the utility
of l-th layer due to temporal expanding is:

uηl(Ωl) =uηl (Ωl) − uηl−1 (Ωl−1)

=

(
Dmax
ηmax
− Dηl,ν

)
−
(
Dmax
ηmax
− Dηl−1,ν

)
= Dηl−1,ν − Dηl,ν

=
1
M
·
∑

i∈Λl−1

d( fi, f ∗i ) − 1
M
·
∑
i∈Λl

d( fi, f ∗i )

Accordingly, for multiple users, the number of users
in group τ who can receive the l-th layer correctly is
nτ
∫ ε̂l

0 ρτ(ε)dε, then, the number of users who can receive the
l-th layer correctly in the whole heterogeneous devices users
is
∑νmax
τ=ν nτ

∫ ε̂l

0 ρτ(ε)dε.
Finally, combine these two results. Q.E.T.
Theorem 2: Under layer structure Ω, for l-th layer, the total

spatial utility is
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uνl(Ωl) =
1
M
·
νmax∑
τ=ν+1

θ · nτ
∫ ε̂l

0
ρτ(ε)dε

where
θ =

f ν+1
w

f τw

f ν+1
h

f τh
·
∑

i∈Ψν+1

d( f ν+1
i ) − f νw

f τw

f νh
f τh
·
∑
i∈Ψν

d( f νi )

The proof is similar to that of theorem 1.
Theorem 3: Under layer structure Ω, the hybrid utility of

l-th layer is
u(η,ν)l (Ωl) = αuuηl(Ωl) + βuuνl(Ωl) (11)

Proof : Add theorem 1 and 2 to the hybrid utility expression
in definition 3. Q.E.T.

Remark: (Insight of system design) With theorem 1-3, each
layer’s utility increment is obtained when serves to hetero-
geneous devices users. In general, to maximize the whole
broadcasting system utility depends on the adopted video
adaptation scheme, which is also the solution to (1). Then the
maximum utility achieving becomes a policy problem since
it has close relation with layer structure Ω, which is also
a tradeoff among temporal scalability, spatial scalability, and
corresponding error protection.

III. UtilityMaximization in Video Broadcasting

We formulate the broadcasting policy over a finite number
of layer decision stages, and use dynamic programming (DP)
to get the maximum overall utility of the heterogeneous
devices.

A. Formulation as a DP process

We first define the sate as a combination of hybrid temporal-
spatial video adaptation, then provide the control space and
revenue function. Since the available bandwidth R is finite,
in period τ, each decision state leads to different bandwidth
consumption and the corresponding utility increment.

The state space: From (2), R consists of layered video
data r and error protection part γ. In practical broadcasting
system, broadcasting process begins from base layer, and video
data is broadcasted progressively along video layers. Then the
decision state space consists of three components, as shown
in Table 1 (more details in subsection III-C):

TABLE I
State Space

State Rate increment Utility increment
γ ↑ boundary in (6) n j ↑ in Theorem 1,2
η ↑ Rη,ν(η) in Definition 1 u ↑ in Theorem 1
ν ↑ Rη,ν(ν) in Definition 2 u ↑ in Theorem 2

The revenue function: It is in fact utility function, which is
additive in the sense of utility increment at period τ. Conse-
quently, the total utility (revenue) coincides with formulation
(1). We rewrite it as a DP form

Usystem =u1(r1) + J(τ, η, ν, κl, nl) (12)

where τ indexes period; η, ν represent the temporal and spatial
level, respectively, and l = η + ν − 1; κl represents the
residual bandwidth for current layer l when broadcasting
system servers current users, and κl = R−∑l−1(r(η, ν)l−1+γl−1).
nl is the number of reliable receiving users for l layer, and for

the first layer l = 1, initialize nl = N. Obviously, the decision
state for each period τ affects (η, ν)l, κl, nl and corresponding
accumulated utility.

Therefore, the broadcasting problem can be formulated as
an optimization of the accumulated utility, and the optimal
hybrid temporal-spatial adaptive policy and corresponding
error protection part would be equivalent to the solution of

max Usystem =u1(r1) + arg max
(η,ν)l,γl

J∗(τ, η, ν, κl, nl) (13)

B. Algorithm for utility Max

We design the DP algorithm in the following steps.
1) Initialization: For base layer l = 1, where η = 1, ν = 1

and l = 1. Broadcasting system begins from to serve one user
who has best channel condition, there is κ1 = R − r1. Then,
Usystem = u(r1).

2) Recursion: At period τ, let J∗(τ, η, ν, κl, nl) be the max-
imum expected revenue to go associated with initial state
(τ, η, ν, κl, nl). Then J∗(τ, η, ν, κl, nl) satisfies Bellman’s equa-
tion which relates the optimal revenue in the current state to
the expected future revenues:

J∗(τ, η, ν, κl, nl) = max{u(τ, η, ν) + J∗(τ + 1, η, ν, κl, nl + 1),
(14)

u(τ, η, ν) + J∗(τ + 1, η + 1, ν, κl+1, nl+1),
u(τ, η, ν) + J∗(τ + 1, η, ν + 1, κl+1, nl+1)}

3) Termination: At period τ, take κ1 ≤ 0 or J∗(τ, ηmax, νmax+

1, κL+1) = 0 or J∗(τ, ηmax + 1, νmax, κL+1) = 0.

C. Solution and analysis

For the basic problem in (1), to increase the summation
of utility U mainly depends on the following aspects: 1)
increase error protection part γl, which is equivalent to increase
the number of reliable received users: from ε̂l = 1 − rl(1+δ)

rl+γl
,

threshold ε̂l is in increasing proportion to γl. Thus, improving
γl can make more users receive rl reliably, such that increase
the summation of utility U; 2) increase source layer l so
as to add r(l+1), which is equivalent to improve the utility
value and affects the number of reliable received users: from
section II-D, this includes increasing η or ν so as to improve
the temporal utility or spatial utility, respectively. All the
error protection γl part and original video part rl satisfy the
bandwidth constraint (2):

∑
l(rl + γl) ≤ R.

Consequently, each state (τ, η, ν, κl, nl) results in a basic
utility increment u(τ, η, ν). The next decision can be:

¬ Increase γl, such that make nl+1 user receive current layer
data reliably. Then, the expected future revenue is: {u(τ, η, ν)+
J∗(τ + 1, η, ν, κ

′

l , nl + 1)}.
 Increase layer to l+ 1 through increase temporal level to

η + 1, so as to add the rl+1. Then, new layer broadcast begins
with utility {u(τ, η, ν)+ J∗(τ+ 1, η+ 1, ν, κl+1, nl+1)}. The utility
computing method complies with theorem 1.

® Increase layer to l + 1 through increase spatial level to
ν+1, so as to add the rl+1. The utility computation begins from
a new layer, that is {u(τ, η, ν) + J∗(τ + 1, η, ν + 1, κl+1, nl+1)}.
The computing method complies with theorem 2.

The decisions follow two principles. First, the number of
served users in layer l + 1 is no more than that in layer l.
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The reason lies in that the decoding and reconstruction of
each layer depend on its previous layers. For the users who
received posterior enhancement layer but lost base layer or
anterior enhancement layers, the utilities in this layer become
useless. Second, both rl and γl share available bandwidth R,
thus κl = R −∑l−1

k=1(rk + γk).
Theorem 4: (Optimal solution) For initial state τ = 1, the

optimal revenue J∗(τ1, η1, ν1, κ1, n1) of the basic problem is
equal to J1(τ1), following the recursion algorithm (14), if g∗τ =
g∗(τ, η, ν) maximizes the right side of equation (14) for each
τ and state (τ, η, ν), the policy π∗ = {g∗1, ..., g∗N} is optimal.

Proof: For any admissible policy π∗ = {g2, ..., gN} and each
τ = 2, ...,N, denote πτ = {g2, ..., gτ}. For τ = 2, ...,N, let
J∗τ(τ, η, ν) be the optimal revenue for the 1 ∼ τ stage problem
that starts at state (1, η1, ν1) and period 1, and ends at period
τ, there is

J∗τ(τ, η, ν) =max
πτ

{
u1(1, η1, ν1) +

τ∑
k=2

u(k, ηk, νk)
}

(15)

For τ = 1, define J∗1 = u1(1, η1, ν1, κ1, n1). We have J∗1 =
J1 = u1. Assume that for τ and all uτ−1 (τ = 2, ...,N), we
have J∗τ−1 = Jτ−1(τ− 1, ητ−1, ντ−1, κτ−1, nτ−1). Then, since πτ =
(uτ,πτ−1), we have for all (τ, ητ, ντ)

J∗τ(τ, η, ν) = max
(uτ,πτ−1)

{
uτ(τ, ητ, ντ) + u1(1, η1, ν1) +

τ−1∑
k=2

u(k, ηk, νk)
}

=max
uτ

{
uτ(τ, ητ, ντ) +max

πτ−1

[
u1(1, η1, ν1) +

τ−1∑
k=2

u(k, ηk, νk)
]}

(16)

=max
uτ

{
uτ(τ, ητ, ντ) + J∗τ−1(τ − 1, ητ−1, ντ−1, κτ−1, nτ−1)

}
(17)

=Jτ(τ, η, ν) (18)

In equation (16), we move the maximum over πτ−1 inside
the braced expression, using an optimality principle [62]: the
tail portion of an optimal policy is also the optimal for the
subproblem. In equation (17), we use the definition of J∗τ−1. In
equation (18), we use the induction hypothesis J∗τ−1 = Jτ−1(·)
because of the iterative operation. Therefore, an optimal policy
exists, which is obtainable via value iteration.

IV. Experimental Results

A. Simulation setup

In the simulation, we investigate a wireless video broadcast-
ing system in [59]. We use the H.264 extended SVC (JSVM
[63]) video encoder to generate layered video stream with
both temporal and spatial scalability support. In broadcasting
scenario, as shown in Fig.2, scalable video covers three
levels of spatial resolution: ranging among QCIF, CIF and
D1 formats, which serve three groups users in corresponding
display size; and covers five temporal levels: 1.875, 3.75, 7.5,
15, 30fps, which serve users with variable channel conditions.
In order to evaluate the performance of proposed solution, we
investigate a simple video broadcast network with thirty six
users belong to three groups, as follow,

Group 1: ten users, requiring QCIF format video
Group 2: eighteen users, requiring CIF format video
Group 3: eight user, requiring D1 format video

Fig. 4. Elastic rate video broadcasting to heterogeneous devices

These users are in wireless mobile error-prone circumstance
and their channel states comply with the erasure rates distri-
bution in Fig.5(a). The empirical CDF of users’ channel states
is shown in Fig.5(b). The following results are only meant to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, not a
full scale deployment in real network.
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Fig. 5. Mobile users erasure rate state example

B. Broadcasting utility and adaptive layer structure

In this subsection, we present the numerical results in
modeling broadcasting utility through temporal-spatial content
metric, we also show the role of layer structure.

1) Temporal-spatial metric and layer structure: Fig.6 illus-
trates the flexibility in layer structure. Every coordinate (η, ν)
represents the temporal and spatial levels. The hollow dots
represent the candidated operation points for adaptation layer
route. The upper and lower remarks of the hollow dots includes
rate increment & utility increment in spatial and temporal
domains. For example, when ‘harbour’ sequence is used, for
the point (η, ν) = (2, 1), the remarks (56,0.09)

(0,0.00) mean if current
position plays as the next enhancement layer, it relies on the
temporal increment because spatial rate and utility are equal
to zeros. And (56,0.09) shows that additional 56kbps rate can
result in 0.09 utility increment.

Table II demonstrates the detailed coding results of the
whole layer structure. The values in column ‘Spatial-D’,
‘Temporal-D’ and ‘Utility’ are spatial, temporal distortion and
utility, respectively, and are computed as subsection II-C.

2) Utility and adaptive layer structure: Fig.6 provides two
layer routes, distinguished by red and green lines, which repre-
sent two derived the optimal layer decisions through this work
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1(1.375) 2(3.75) 3(7.5) 4(15) 5(30)

1(176x144)

2(352x288)

3(704x576)

(1,  1)

(155,  0.27)
(155,  0.27)

 η 

ν 

(1,  2)

(431,  0.18)
(0,  0.00)

(1,  3)

(955,  0.71)
(0,  0.00)

(2,  1)

(0,  0.00)
(56,  0.09)

(2,  2)

(611,  0.18)
(236,  0.09)

(2,  3)

(1350,  0.71)
(631,  0.09)

(3,  1)

(0,  0.00)
(71,  0.15)

(3,  2)

(849,  0.18)
(309,  0.15)

(3,  3)

(1864,  0.71)
(823,  0.15)

(4,  1)

(0,  0.00)
(66,  0.22)

(4,  2)

(1104,  0.18)
(321,  0.22)

(4,  3)

(2468,  0.71)
(925,  0.22)

(5,  1)

(0,  0.00)
(38,  0.28)

(5,  2)

(1282,  0.18)
(216,  0.28)

(5,  3)

(2956,  0.71)
(704,  0.28)

Fig. 6. Layer structure for sequence ‘harbour’

and greedy generation algorithm (GGA) (more details in next
subsection). For the route of red line, Fig.7(a) gives the rate
& utility relation from base layer to top enhancement layer,
video data is broadcasted progressively along these layers.
Fig.7(b) gives the corresponding utilities. Fig.7(b) includes
two types of utilities, one is the pure utility painted in blue
line, which is computed according to subsection II-C. Pure
utility means a user receive all the layered video data in error-
free circumstance. Though this case is an ideal condition,
it provides a rate comparison for error protection designs.
In practical system, compressed layer data are encoded by
channel coding so as to ensure reliable recovery by the
receivers. Under Fountain code protection design, the practical
utility painted in black line is also provided in Fig.7(b). The
absolute values of both pure utility and utility are always
in same, while the required bitrates to obtain the value are
different. The reason lies in the channel protection part, that
is γ in (2).

C. Heterogeneous QoS video broadcasting scenario

In this subsection, we present how the proposed scheme
work and why it can maximize the whole broadcasting utility.
Heterogeneous QoS video is generated (section II) so as to
serve heterogeneous devices users. The layer structure is built
from hybrid temporal summarization and spatial preference
metric (subsection II-C). Through compute the broadcast util-
ity (subsection II-D), derive the optimal layer decision through
DP solution (section III).

1) Comparing algorithms: We further compare the pro-
posed algorithm, noted as DP, with three typical algorithms,
as follows,

(i) Greedy generation algorithm (GGA): under this algo-
rithm, elastic rate video is generated along the largest utility
route. This means, the enhancement layer decision relies on
larger utility direction, as shown in the green line in Fig.6.
The corresponding broadcasting situation is shown in the blue
line in Fig.8.

(ii) Worst-user (WU) algorithm: it is the widely accepted ap-
proach in multicast/broadcast scenario and has been proposed
for IEEE, (e.g., [64]). Under this design, video is generated
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Fig. 7. Rate, distortion, pure utility and utility. Sequence: harbour

and broadcasted based on the reception of worst user at each
user group.

(iii) Opportunistic broadcasting (OPP) algorithm: since
worst-user case may lead to available bandwidth waste when
most users are in good channel conditions, this strategy can
opportunistic video broadcasting over wireless networks that
take into account users’ variable reception, (e.g., [65]).

Fig.8 gives the aggregate utility results: the red line is the
results of proposed DP scheme in which the layer route is also
the red line in Fig.6; while the green line represents the results
of GGA algorithm in which the corresponding layer route is
the green line in Fig.6. Fig.8 also shows the aggregate utility
results under the other two schemes: the blue line corresponds
to the results under WU and the black line corresponds to the
results under OPP. All these schemes are with consideration of
users’ heterogeneous reception. As shown in Fig.8, the results
show three conclusions: (1) user performance consideration in
unit of heterogenous group affects the rate allocation in joint
layered video and error protection coding, because OPP shows
better aggregate utility performance than WU. However, since
OPP relies on the optimum selection of performance threshold,
when the users in a user group are all in good reception, the
required error protection rate decreases, WU shows better than
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OPP and GGA, which is reflected in the saltation in 2900kbps;
(2) layer route directly affects the broadcasting utility, because
GGA, WU and OPP show some fluctuations under differ-
ent available bandwidth. The inflexions in 1600∼2000kbps,
4200∼5100kbps reflect the different layer routes results under
these three schemes; (3) suitable optimal strategy benefits the
whole broadcasting utility. The reason lies that the results show
that the proposed DP scheme out-performs the others schemes
in utility for all broadcasting rate range.

2) DP solution analysis: We use a very simple five users
broadcasting system to vividly analysis why DP solution is
optimal. ‘Foreman’ sequence is encoded in 6 layers. The
bandwidth budget R = 450kbps, which is not enough for all
the five users’ correctly receiving:

Group 1: user 1 and user 2, requiring QCIF format video
Group 2: user 3, 4, 5, requiring CIF format video
The broadcasting process is illustrated as a trellis, as shown

in Fig.9. The blue lines represent all the possible decision
paths; green lines represent decision paths along spatial di-
rection; red lines represent final optimal decision path. The
trellis analysis shows that the proposed optimal broadcasting
policy with DP solution can obtain maximum utility especially
under bandwidth limited, the reasons lie in: 1) the max-
utility achieving problem is constructed in piecemeal fashion
[62], first transferring a broadcasting policy to sequential tail
subproblem, then solving the tail subproblem through every
stage (hollow dot in Fig.9) decision, and continuing in this
manner until an optimal layer route policy for the entire
problem is constructed. 2) during every stage, decision is made
through computing broadcasting utility from each state and
corresponding utility revenue, which can take advantage of the
extra information (the value of the current state). This starts
at the initial stage and ends at the stage within the terminal
bandwidth budget, and has maximum sum of utility revenue.
Therefore, through DP solution, elastic rate video broadcasting
can achieve maximum utility.
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Fig. 9. Broadcast trellis based on DP solution.

3) Computational complexity analysis: The complexity of
above solution depends on the sum of the number of states in
state space, and the number of arithmetic operations performed
by the algorithm. For the above problem:

The complexity of DP solution: At each node, there are
three candidated decision directions, as shown in Fig.9. Since
progressive layer broadcasting is employed, for each epoch l,
there can be at most incoming L arcs. From definition 4, it
is ηmax + νmax − 1. Since heterogeneous device characteristic
is introduced, spatial layer increment will improve a user
group’s satisfaction, which accordingly leads to additional
spatial dimension computation, as shown in the green line
in Fig.9. Besides, in order to provide N heterogeneous users
reliable transmission, and the users may belong to different
user groups, the computational complexity can be upper-
bounded by

C = (ηmax + νmax − 1) · νmax ·
N∑

i=1

i

The complexity of GGA solution: Similar to the analysis
in DP, for the GGA solution, since for each epoch l, the
utility max rule determines the layer progressive direction, the
number of arcs in the DP trellis can be reduced. Accordingly,
the computational complexity is upper-bounded by

C = (ηmax + νmax − 1) ·
N∑

i=1

i

Thus, the complexity difference between DP and GGA is
νmax times. In practical system, user groups in term of display
size as well as corresponding maximum spatial scalable level
is a limited integer (e.g. no more than 30). However, GGA may
make some spatial rate not feasible because some potentially
useful arcs are removed. Consequently, if we have a larger L,
more arcs need to be evaluated in the DP trellis, which could
potentially improve the available bandwidth utilization.

V. Conclusion and FutureWork

In this paper, we propose a framework of broadcasting flex-
ible rate and reliable video stream to heterogeneous devices.
Our objective is to maximize the total reception quality of
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TABLE II
Coding results in layer structure (harbour)

. Coding info. PSNR metric Distortion & utility in proposed metric
v, η Res. fps kbps Y-PSNR Spatial-D temporal-D Utility

(1,1) 176×144 1.875 153.3134 43.3410 0.8897 0.7384 0.2699
(1,2) 176×144 3.75 208.5600 41.0628 0.8897 0.6475 0.3608
(1,3) 176×144 7.5 281.6472 39.4910 0.8897 0.5023 0.5061
(1,4) 176×144 15 348.4808 38.2045 0.8897 0.2848 0.7235
(1,5) 176×144 30 385.9312 37.3971 0.8897 0.0000 1.0083
(2,1) 352×288 1.875 577.8995 41.3016 0.7118 0.7384 0.4478
(2,2) 352×288 3.75 810.9797 39.2928 0.7118 0.6475 0.5387
(2,3) 352×288 7.5 1130.7328 37.8869 0.7118 0.5023 0.6840
(2,4) 352×288 15 1452.2896 36.6672 0.7118 0.2848 0.9015
(2,5) 352×288 30 1667.9576 35.7260 0.7118 0.0000 1.1863
(3,1) 704×576 1.875 1521.0505 40.3062 0.0000 0.7384 1.1596
(3,2) 704×576 3.75 2143.1361 38.4815 0.0000 0.6475 1.2505
(3,3) 704×576 7.5 2994.6176 37.2002 0.0000 0.5023 1.3958
(3,4) 704×576 15 3919.5728 36.1254 0.0000 0.2848 1.6132
(3,5) 704×576 30 4624.0016 35.2166 0.0000 0.0000 1.8980

heterogeneous QoS users, and the solution is based on joint
temporal-spatial scalable video and Fountain coding optimiza-
tion. We aim at heterogeneous devices characteristics including
diverse display resolution and variable channel conditions.
We introduce a hybrid temporal and spatial rate-distortion
metric based on video summarization and user preference.
Based on this hybrid metric, we model the total reception
quality provision problem as a broadcasting utility achieving
problem. We use adaptive layer structure embedded with
hybrid temporal and spatial scalability to generate flexible rate
video, while use rateless erasure protection to provide elastic
and reliable transmission. Joint coding between layered video
and rateless codes is embedded into the broadcasting utility
solving process. Simulation results show that the proposed
framework can maximize the total users’ utility. In the future,
we will expand and practice this method into more complex
broadcasting system with consideration of more users hetero-
geneous devices characteristics.
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